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Money	  in	  Sweden	  –	  from	  Gustav	  Vasa	  until	  Today	  
	  
	  
The sovereigns of the Scandinavian kingdoms began to mint "national" coins about 1000 AD. Initially, 
a significant coinage system could only develop in Denmark, however. In Sweden and Norway, the 
minting of coins was soon given up again. 

Sweden resumed coinage after the middle of the 12th century. The pennings (pennies) issued then were 
so thin and fragile that they could not have played a significant role in economy; notwithstanding over 
the following decades, they slowly but surely became objects of daily use even in northern Scandinavia. 

It took another century before the Swedish economy developed a need for multiple pennings. These so-
called örtugar (singular: örtug) remained the major Swedish coins until the alliance with Denmark in the 
Kalmar Union in 1397. From then on, Swedish coins were minted in the name of the Danish kings. 

When Sweden became independent under Gustav I Vasa in 1523, a regular monetary system was 
developed. Gustav introduced the mark as currency and had the first øre and daler struck, modeled on 
the German thaler. 
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Kingdom	  of	  Sweden,	  Gustav	  I	  Eriksson	  Vasa	  (1523-‐1560),	  
Daler	  1534	  
	  
	  

	  
	  

	  
	  

	  
Denomination:	   Daler	  
Mint	  Authority:	   King	  Gustav	  Eriksson	  Vasa	  of	  Sweden	  
Mint:	   Stockholm	  
Year	  of	  Issue:	   1534	  
Weight	  (g):	   29	  
Diameter	  (mm):	   43.0	  
Material:	   Silver	  
Owner:	   Schweizerisches	  Landesmuseum	  
 
With Gustav I Eriksson's ascendance to the Swedish throne in 1523 began a new era in Swedish history. 
That year, the Swedes managed to shake of Danish rule over their country. Gustav Eriksson was 
proclaimed as first Swedish king, and introduced Sweden to the circle of modern European states. 

In 1534, Gustav had the first Swedish dalers minted; the coin shown here is one of them. The obverse 
features the king with a sword and a globe, while the reverse depicts the royal crest. The family name of 
Vasa, by the way, was first employed in the 17th century. To his contemporaries, the first Swedish king 
was simply known as Gustav Eriksson.	  
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Kingdom	  of	  Sweden,	  Duchy	  of	  Södermanland,	  Charles	  
(1569-‐1604),	  8	  Marks	  1598,	  Stockholm	  
	  
	  

	  
	  

	  
	  

	  
Denomination:	   8	  Mark	  
Mint	  Authority:	   Duke	  Charles	  of	  Södermanland	  
Mint:	   Stockholm	  
Year	  of	  Issue:	   1598	  
Weight	  (g):	   3.25	  
Diameter	  (mm):	   18.200000762939453	  
Material:	   Gold	  
Owner:	   Deutsche	  Bundesbank	  
 
Charles was the youngest son of Gustav Vasa, the founder of the Swedish state. According to his 
father's testament, he became duke of Södermanland in 1560 and later, in 1604, Swedish king under the 
name of Charles IX. 

This coin marks a peculiarity of Scandinavian coinage. Such so-called klippings were struck in 
Denmark and Sweden from the beginning of the 16th century and owe their unusual appearance and 
their name to the method of manufacturing their flans: the coin blanks were cut out from a sheet of 
metal using shears (i.e. clipped); they thus had a somewhat irregular shape. 

The design of the klippings was reduced to the bare essentials, moreover in a highly abbreviated 
fashion. In fact, the statement of value was omitted from the piece illustrated. The form of the reverse, 
which renders the name of God in Hebrew, is conspicuous. Until the beginning of the 18th century, all 
Swedish rulers (with the exception of Queen Christina) used mottoes which referred to God, usually 
taken from the Old and New Testaments.	  
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Kingdom	  of	  Sweden,	  Gustav	  II	  Adolf	  (1611-‐1632),	  Ducat	  
1632,	  Augsburg	  
	  
	  

	  
	  

	  
	  

	  
Denomination:	   Ducat	  
Mint	  Authority:	   King	  Gustav	  II	  Adolf	  of	  Sweden	  
Mint:	   Augsburg	  
Year	  of	  Issue:	   1632	  
Weight	  (g):	   3.46	  
Diameter	  (mm):	   22.0	  
Material:	   Gold	  
Owner:	   Sunflower	  Foundation	  
 
Sweden entered bellicose times when Gustav II Adolf ascended to the Swedish throne. From 1611, the 
empire was at war with Denmark (the Kalmar War), from 1613 also with Russia (in the Swedish-
Russian War), from 1617 with Poland (in the Swedish-Polish War) and from 1629 with the German 
Catholic lands (in the Thirty Years' War). 

All these wars cost money. During the Thirty Years' War, many recruited troops served in the Swedish 
army, and these mercenaries had to be paid. The money was looted in the conquered Catholic territories 
which had to provide the necessary cash and goods. In Würzburg, for example, the winged altar of 
Marienberg was melted down and minted into ducats and imperial talers. In Augsburg, where the ducat 
shown here was made, the Swedish king minted from 1631 to 1632; the obverse of this coin bears his 
profile. Since the Swedish coinage in the German lands served for the payment of the mercenaries, these 
coins were not debased – unlike the German coins of that time.	  
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Kingdom	  of	  Sweden,	  Christina	  (1632-‐1654),	  Riksdaler	  1644,	  
Stockholm	  or	  Sala	  
	  
	  

	  
	  

	  
	  

	  
Denomination:	   Riksdaler	  
Mint	  Authority:	   Queen	  Christina	  of	  Sweden	  
Mint:	   Stockholm	  or	  Sala	  
Year	  of	  Issue:	   1644	  
Weight	  (g):	   28.72	  
Diameter	  (mm):	   44.0	  
Material:	   Silver	  
Owner:	   Sunflower	  Foundation	  
 
During the reign of Queen Christine, Sweden lived in peace for the first time in 50 years. Four years 
after the beginning of her sole rule, the devastating Thirty Years' War ended (1648). In the following 
years Swedish economy expanded. Foreign traders, craftsmen and technicians settled in Sweden.In 
Africa and North America, colonies were founded, although they could not be kept for long. 

Gold coins were not minted during Christina's reign; instead, the queen had big silver and copper coins 
struck. This coin is a riksdaler (an imperial taler); it bears the portrait of the queen in a richly 
ornamented baroque dress on the obverse. The reverse shows Jesus with an orb and the motto "savior of 
the world, rescue us."	  
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Kingdom	  of	  Sweden,	  Charles	  XII	  (1697-‐1718),	  Riksdaler	  1713,	  
Stockholm	  or	  Avesta	  
	  
	  

	  
	  

	  
	  

	  
Denomination:	   Riksdaler	  
Mint	  Authority:	   King	  Charles	  XII	  of	  Sweden	  
Mint:	   Stockholm	  or	  Avesta	  
Year	  of	  Issue:	   1713	  
Weight	  (g):	   29.4	  
Diameter	  (mm):	   41.0	  
Material:	   Silver	  
Owner:	   Sunflower	  Foundation	  
 
Charles XII became known in history as "Alexander of the North." Three years after his accession to the 
throne, the young king led his country into the Great Northern War, eager to expand his empire. The 
war turned out a complete disaster: Sweden lost its supremacy within the Baltic Sea to Russia, and the 
king lost his life. He was shot during a siege in 1718; whether the bullet came from the enemies or from 
his own people, is uncertain. 

The war resulted, among other things, in a massive debasement of the Swedish currency. Because of the 
endless shortage of coins, copper plate coins were even minted from old looted canons between 1714 
and 1716. Additionally, copper emergency coins were issued from 1715 to 1719, which had a face value 
of one daler, but practically no intrinsic value. Some 40 millions of these credit coins were struck; they 
flooded the country and caused a grave inflation. 

At the same time, the coinage of silver riksdalers (imperial talers) was insignificant. This piece depicts 
King Charles XII without his wig, with short stylish hair, and the royal coat of arms.	  
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Kingdom	  of	  Sweden,	  Frederick	  I	  (1720-‐1751),	  Copper	  Plate	  
worth	  1	  Daler	  Silvermint	  1743,	  Avesta	  
	  
	  

	  
	  

	  
	  

	  
Denomination:	   Daler	  
Mint	  Authority:	   King	  Frederick	  I	  of	  Sweden	  
Mint:	   Avesta	  
Year	  of	  Issue:	   1743	  
Weight	  (g):	   650	  
Diameter	  (mm):	   135.35000610351562	  
Material:	   Copper	  
Owner:	   Sunflower	  Foundation	  
 
Sweden has big copper supplies that have been exploited since the Middle Ages. Hence copper coins 
always played an important role in Swedish internal trade. Queen Christina had the idea to issue big 
copper coins in taler values – i.e. their metal value matched their face value. This copper coin plate 
weighs about 650 grams (22.9 ounces), which equaled one silver taler. 

The issue of such huge copper coins was much cheaper than the minting of the corresponding amount of 
copper ore-coins. Besides, the huge bronze plates were convenient for export. Within Sweden, the plate 
coins were used for larger domestic trade transactions, as silver coins were scarce and minted mainly for 
foreign trade. 

Plate coins were quite inconvenient to use in every-day-life of course, although most issues were of 
small value, up to one taler. It is nevertheless not surprising that the Swedes were the first Europeans to 
accept paper money (1661).	  
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Kingdom	  of	  Sweden,	  Frederick	  I	  (1720-‐1751),	  Ducat	  1750	  
	  
	  

	  
	  

	  
	  

	  
Denomination:	   Ducat	  
Mint	  Authority:	   King	  Frederick	  I	  of	  Sweden	  
Mint:	   Stockholm	  
Year	  of	  Issue:	   1750	  
Weight	  (g):	   3.48	  
Diameter	  (mm):	   23.0	  
Material:	   Gold	  
Owner:	   Sunflower	  Foundation	  
 
The coinage of the Swedish King Frederick I is extraordinarily rich in gold and silver, although those 
coins were predominantly minted for foreign trade in Sweden. The ducats struck from gold from the 
East Indies (actually China) are especially interesting. This coin is such a specimen, recognizable from 
the rising sun with its sunrays on the lower left of the coat of arms on the reverse. 

Frederick's gold coins all bear the kings head wearing a huge fashionable periwig. The reverse of this 
coin shows the royal coat of arms with the three crowns of Sweden (Tre Kronor). They have been a 
national symbol since the second half of the 14th century. Below the shield are the initials H. M. for 
Hans Malmberg, coin master in Stockholm from 1738 to 1762.	  
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Kingdom	  of	  Sweden,	  Gustav	  III	  (1771-‐1792),	  Riksdaler	  1776	  
	  
	  

	  
	  

	  
	  

	  
Denomination:	   Riksdaler	  
Mint	  Authority:	   King	  Gustav	  III	  of	  Sweden	  
Mint:	   Undefined	  
Year	  of	  Issue:	   1776	  
Weight	  (g):	   29.31	  
Diameter	  (mm):	   41.0	  
Material:	   Silver	  
Owner:	   Sunflower	  Foundation	  
 
In the 17th and 18th centuries, Sweden suffered from a constant lack of money. That is why in 1715, a 
small, valueless copper credit coin was issued, that nominally equaled 1 silver daler. Over the next four 
years, some 40 million of these credit coins were issued. 

The government's original plan had been to replace the credit dalers every year with silver coins. This 
ceased after 1717, however. 1719, the credit daler's value was reduced to half, of which 2 öre were paid 
out in hard cash immediately, while the rest (14 öre) was paid in paper money. In the 18th century, the 
Swedish monetary circulation thus comprised mainly worthless copper coins and paper money. 

Eventually, the long looked-for change came with the reign of King Gustav III, who in 1776 
reestablished a silver currency in Sweden. All coins minted before 1770 were demonetized, and the 
issue of the large copper plate coins came to an end. From now on, the Swedish monetary system was 
based on the silver riksdaler of 48 skilling.	  
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Königreich	  Schweden,	  Karl	  XIV.	  Johann	  (1818-‐1844),	  2	  
Skilling	  Banco	  1837	  KEIN	  ENGLISCHER	  TITEL	  !!!!!!!	  
	  
	  

	  
	  

	  
	  

	  
Denomination:	   2	  Skilling	  Banco	  
Mint	  Authority:	   King	  Charles	  XIV	  John	  of	  Sweden	  
Mint:	   Stockholm	  
Year	  of	  Issue:	   1837	  
Weight	  (g):	   18.95	  
Diameter	  (mm):	   33.540000915527344	  
Material:	   Copper	  
Owner:	   Sunflower	  Foundation	  
 
The Swedish King Charles XIV John saw himself confronted with a difficult financial situation when he 
took over power. The Russian-Swedish War (1808-1809) and the Napoleonic Wars (1805-1814) had 
deeply hit Swedish economy, causing economic stagnation and dramatic crises. In 1830, the Swedish 
state council therefore agreed on a monetary reform that was introduced in 1834. A new riksdaler was 
established, which was divided into 128 skilling banco. It remained in circulation until 1855; then, 
Sweden adopted the decimal system. 

Until then, skilling banco coins were issued as multiples and divisions. On their value face they mostly 
bore two crossed arrows, the emblem of the copper province Dalarne. The obverse of this coin shows 
the portrait of King Charles XIV John.	  
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Kingdom	  of	  Sweden,	  Charles	  XIV	  John	  (1818-‐1844),	  Ducat	  
1839	  
	  
	  

	  
	  

	  
	  

	  
Denomination:	   Ducat	  
Mint	  Authority:	   King	  Charles	  XIV	  John	  of	  Sweden	  
Mint:	   Stockholm	  
Year	  of	  Issue:	   1839	  
Weight	  (g):	   3.49	  
Diameter	  (mm):	   19.0	  
Material:	   Gold	  
Owner:	   Sunflower	  Foundation	  
 
The monetary reform of 1834 was a complete success. Banknotes could be exchanged for silver coins 
again, by which Sweden returned from a paper to a silver currency. A fixed exchange rate between 
silver and paper money was established. Henceforth, there would never again be a difference between 
the rates of the two monies in Sweden. The golden ducats continued to serve as major Swedish trade 
coins. 

In 1827, the mint in Stockholm had begun to strike coins within a ring. Like that, all the coins became 
equally round and got a smooth edge. The only other mint in Sweden was located in Avesta, where 
copper coins were minted until 1832. Then, the coinage in Avesta was abrogated and all Swedish coins 
were minted in Stockholm until 1974.	  
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Kingdom	  of	  Sweden,	  Oscar	  I	  (1844-‐1859),	  1	  Riksdaler	  
Species	  1854,	  Stockholm	  
	  
	  

	  
	  

	  
	  

	  
Denomination:	   Riksdaler	  Species	  
Mint	  Authority:	   King	  Oscar	  I	  of	  Sweden	  
Mint:	   Stockholm	  
Year	  of	  Issue:	   1854	  
Weight	  (g):	   34.04	  
Diameter	  (mm):	   39.0	  
Material:	   Silver	  
Owner:	   Sunflower	  Foundation	  
 
Oscar I introduced several reforms, for example a modernization of the prison system, a betterment of 
the legal situation of women and the abolishment of the trade guild system. Besides, he implemented 
important changes in coinage. He introduced the decimal system, a system so far unknown in Swedish 
currency. The riksdaler riksmynt (imperial taler of the imperial mint) became the new Swedish standard 
coin; it equaled 100 öre. The largest minted silver coin, the riksdaler species, equaled 4 riksdaler 
riksmynt. 

This riksdaler species was minted in 1854 and is thus the last riksdaler issued after the duodecimal 
system. Henceforth the riksdaler riksmynt was minted, showing the old and the new face value 
respectively: 4 riksdaler riksmynt = 1 riksdaler species.	  
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Kingdom	  of	  Sweden,	  Charles	  XV	  (1859-‐1872),	  1	  Carolin	  1869	  
	  
	  

	  
	  

	  
	  

	  
Denomination:	   Carolin	  
Mint	  Authority:	   King	  Charles	  XV	  of	  Sweden	  
Mint:	   Stockholm	  
Year	  of	  Issue:	   1869	  
Weight	  (g):	   2.9	  
Diameter	  (mm):	   19.0	  
Material:	   Gold	  
Owner:	   Sunflower	  Foundation	  
 
Until 1868, Sweden had always minted ducats as golden trade coins. 1 ducat equaled 8 riksdaler and 25 
öre. From 1868 to 1872, however, the carolin replaced the ducat. 1 carolin equaled 7 riksdaler and 10 
öre as well as 10 French francs. And since at that time the French currency was on a par with the 
currencies of Switzerland, Belgium, Italy and Greece, the carolin was meant to serve as trade coin in 
these countries also. However, with a weight of 2.9 grams, the carolin was considerably lighter than the 
10-franc coins, which weighted 3.2 grams. It was thus only unwillingly accepted and soon given up 
again.	  
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Kingdom	  of	  Sweden,	  Oscar	  II	  (1872-‐1907),	  20	  Kronor	  
(Crowns)	  1889	  
	  
	  

	  
	  

	  
	  

	  
Denomination:	   20	  Kronor	  
Mint	  Authority:	   King	  Oscar	  II	  of	  Sweden	  
Mint:	   Stockholm	  
Year	  of	  Issue:	   1889	  
Weight	  (g):	   8.96	  
Diameter	  (mm):	   23.0	  
Material:	   Gold	  
Owner:	   Sunflower	  Foundation	  
 
For centuries, Sweden had been almost continuously at war. In 1814, it had forced Norway into a union 
and the Swedish-Norwegian Union ended only in 1905. But the fight against Norway has been the last 
war in which Sweden was involved. This affected the country's economy positively. 

The long period of peace formed the basis on which Sweden implemented radical changes. The 
construction of a railway network made the huge wood resources in the north of Sweden accessible, 
waterpower and ore deposits were developed for national use and export. Sweden provided Europe with 
timber, ore and electricity. 

In 1873, King Oscar II aligned the Swedish currency to the new situation: Denmark and Sweden 
instituted the Scandinavian (or Nordic) Monetary Union, which was joined by Norway two years later. 
The united countries introduced the crown (Swedish: krona, plural: kronor). Size, weight and fineness 
of the Scandinavian coins were standardized, so that the respective crowns and öre could circulate as 
legal tender in each of the three countries.	  
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Kingdom	  of	  Sweden,	  Gustav	  V	  (1907-‐1950),	  20	  Kronor	  
(Crowns)	  1925,	  Stockholm	  
	  
	  

	  
	  

	  
	  

	  
Denomination:	   20	  Kronor	  
Mint	  Authority:	   King	  Gustav	  V	  of	  Sweden	  
Mint:	   Stockholm	  
Year	  of	  Issue:	   1925	  
Weight	  (g):	   8.97	  
Diameter	  (mm):	   24.0	  
Material:	   Gold	  
Owner:	   Sunflower	  Foundation	  
 
The three Nordic states Denmark, Sweden, and Norway, founded the Scandinavian Monetary Union in 
1872. They introduced, similar to the euro of today, a common currency in Scandinavia, the golden 
crown. 

The Union could be held up for more than 50 years. With the First World War (1914-1918), however, 
the economic circumstances of the three countries developed in different ways; disparities of exchange 
between the three currencies evolved. The Swedish crown weathered the turbulences of the war 
relatively well, and was soon worth more than the Norwegian and the Danish crowns. 

In 1924, the Scandinavian Monetary Union was officially dissolved. Sweden kept the old coin types of 
gold and silver. Norway and Denmark, on the other hand, henceforth issued coins from valueless 
metals. Additionally, to distinguish its small coins from the Swedish, Denmark started to issue them 
with a central hole.	  
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Kingdom	  of	  Sweden,	  Gustav	  VI	  Adolf	  (1950-‐1973),	  2	  Kronor	  
(Crowns)	  1971	  
	  
	  

	  
	  

	  
	  

	  
Denomination:	   2	  Kronor	  
Mint	  Authority:	   King	  Gustav	  VI	  Adolf	  of	  Sweden	  
Mint:	   Stockholm	  
Year	  of	  Issue:	   1971	  
Weight	  (g):	   14	  
Diameter	  (mm):	   30.0	  
Material:	   Others	  
Owner:	   Sunflower	  Foundation	  
 
Gustav VI Adolf was already retired when he became king in 1950. Since the heir to the throne, Charles 
Gustav, was only four years old, he could not reject the job. However, his motto "duty above all" clearly 
reflects that he would rather have remained pensioner. 

Since the middle of the 20th century, Sweden suffers from a significant inflation. In 1962, the 40 
percent silver disappeared from the coins of 10, 20 and 25 öre. Six years later this silver also 
disappeared from the coins of 1 and 2 crowns; and in 1971 the last regular coin from this alloy was 
minted, the 5-crown coin. 

To adjust laws with reality, the Reichstag enforced a new coinage act in 1972. The gold standard was 
definitely abandoned, although gold coins minted after the enactment of 1873 remained legal tender. 


